Pattern of core and surface expression in liver tissue reflects state of specific immune response in hepatitis B.
A series of 67 liver biopsies (20 kidney transplant recipients and 47 outpatients with hepatitis) was investigated for the presence of hepatitis B antigen core (HBc) and surface (HBs) components by immunofluorescence and electron microscopy. The variable appearance of the core in liver cell nuclei and of the surface in the cytoplasm allowed the recognition of expression patterns which, together with histologic parameters, could be integrated into four reaction types of diagnostic and prognostic implications: Type I (Elimination Type). No components or only occasional expression of HBc; histologically, classic lobular hepatitis; clinically, acute, self-limited viral hepatitis. Type II (HBc Predominance, or Immunosuppression Type). Abundant core expression in each liver cell nucleus and moderate appearance of HBs; histologically, nonaggressive inflammation (nonspecific reactive or portal hepatitis); clinically, mild, chronic, persistent hepatitis in transplant patients. Type III (HBs Predominance, or Nonaggressive Type). Prominent HBs expression largely in the absence of HBc; histologically, nonaggressive inflammation (nonspecific reactive and portal hepatitis) or normal liver tissue, together with ground-glass hepatocytes in light microscopy, as a correlate of HBs-containing hepatocytes; clinically, hepatitis B antigen carrier, or chronic persistent hepatitis. Type IV (HBc+s Equivalence, or Aggressive Type). Spotty expression of both components, especially of core; histologically, periportal hepatitis; clinically, mainly corresponds to chronic aggressive hepatitis and to acute hepatitis with possible transition to chronicity. As a unifying concept for these types, it is suggested that immune responsiveness determines the reaction pattern, the key mechanism being immune elimination of affected cells. Between efficient elimination (type I) and effective immunosuppression (type II), a graded elimination insufficiency is found in chronic forms (types III and IV), explaining the persistence and probably also the aggressiveness of hepatitis B virus infection.